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ABSTRACT 
The flow of traffic at an intersection is often controlled by 
a traffic signal. This research report models a T-intersection with 
a disjoint network for each direction of traffic flow, eastbound, 
westbound and southbound. The traffic signal is modeled with a 
fourth network. Three types of signal control (pretimed, semi-
actuated and full-actuated) are modeled to examine the effect 
of each type on the average delay time and average length of queues 
for each lane of traffic queue at the intersection. 
The computer models presented in this report use SLAM computer 
language to simulate the traffic signal and vehicle flow. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Traffic Control Problems 
The Department of Transportationcontinuouslyhas the decision of 
whether to install a traffic signal at a particular intersection, 
change the type of signal, or maintain the current traffic control. 
Installation of a traffic signal doesn't automatically solve the 
problems at the intersection. In some cases, it may create accidents 
or traffic delays. Therefore, the Department of Transportation in-
stalls a signal only when it meets certain minimum warrants published 
in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. After the signal 
is installed, it must be operated properly in order to maintain opti-
mal traffic flow conditions. 
The best controller system will not alleviate intersection con-
gestion if the demand consistently exceeds the capacity~ causing long 
queues. Likewise, good hardware will not improve bad operation if the 
signal timing is poor, causing long delays. 
After data has been collected for the intersection and after the 
installation has been authorized, a number of variables must be noted 
in order to optimize the traffic performance. 
The timing plan must be considered. This is based on whether the 
intersection is of the isolated type or the arterial and network type. 
Since timing must be responsive to traffic demands, the cycle length 
and phase length must be adjusted to match t he intersection capacity to 
its demand. The offset, or interval of time between the beginning of 
green at one signal and the beginning of green at the nex t s i gna l, must 
be adjusted to match the predominant movement of traf fic. 
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Geometric factors must be noted, e.g., the number of lanes, whe ther 
the number increases or decreases, the intersection design, whether a 
four-way intersection or a t- intersection, an isolated inte r section or 
part of a network. 
The traffic conditions need to be taken into account , e . g ., t he 
vehicular volumes and turning movements. 
Why Signalize 
The convergence of traffic at an intersection raise s the question of 
safety. This conflict may be corrected by separation in "space", e. g ., 
construction of a bridge or an overpass, or freeways. This so l ution 
may be very expensive. Another means of correction is by separation of 
"time". This method utilizes a traffic control device to allocate t he 
collision area to one traffic stream and then to another, thereby 
guaranteeing that no two cars occupy the same space at t he same t i me . 
The most basic type of traffic control signal uses a pre timed or 
fixed cycle. Since traffic conditions vary throughout t he day , week 
and year, a number of timing plans must be provided fo r optimal t r affic 
efficiency and safety. The three usual op tion s of synch r oniza t ion are 
for the a.m. rush periods, the p.m. rush periods , and f or aver age condi-
tions. The drawback to the pretimed control is t hat it i s insensitive 
to actual traffic demands. 
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The more sophisticated traffic control is an actuated signal. 
This type responds to variable traffic demands on one leg (semi-actuated) 
or both legs (full-actuated) of the intersection. 
With the advent of digital computers in the 1960's, their appli-
cation to optimizing the traffic signal settings was investigated. In 
particular, the development of simulation as a tool for the study of 
traffic flow was fostered by the digital comp~ter. 
Why Simulate 
One of the most difficult problems in traffic control is the trans-
lation of a real-world traffic situation into a mathematical-logical 
representation which can be executed with acceptable accuracy on a 
digital computer. 
This mathematical model may be one of several types: 
1. Iconic or physical models which are scaled-down models of 
bridges, roads, aircraft, etc. 
2. Analog models based on the fact that two systems are governed 
by the same physical laws or the same differential equations. 
3. Mathematical or analytical models in which the system is 
represented by a set of mathematical equations between those variables 
of interest and importance. 
4. Simulation models which attempt to correctly represent the 
dynamic behavior of a system by moving it from state to state in terms 
of empirical data rather than theory or mathematical expressions. Simu-
lation is normally achieved by building a computer model and moving it 
through time in order to study the performance of the entire system as 
the components interact. 
Simulation modeling is advantageous when the system cannot be 
analyzed using direct or analytical methods. Additional reasons for 
simulation with regard to traffic control are: 
1. Simulation is particularly important because mathematical 
laws of traffic are not directly usable, in their present 
state of development. No mathematical re tionships exist 
by which various control parameters can be calculated for 
a given system structure and state of saturation. 
2. Simulation provides considerable freedom to select and 
modify the representation of the control process. It is 
possible to introduce a large number of factors into the 
model, to break down complex processes, and to vary the 
constraints, also, a most important point, there is no 
restriction to a single performance function. 
3. Simulation has other advantages of a less direct nature. 
The formulation of the model and its programming require 
precise and careful understanding of all aspects of the 
problem posed. Further, there is no reason to restrict 
simulation models to "off-line" operation. Simulation 
models could become an integral part of operating control 
schemes by providing optimization or quasi-optimization 
on-line, i.e., "fast-time" simulation.(l) 
4. The task of laying out and operating a simulation is a 
good way to systematically gather pertinent data. It 
makes for a broad education in traffic characteristics 
and operation. 
5. Simulation of complex traffic operations may provide an 
indication of which variables are important and how they 
relate. This may lead eventually to successful analytic 
formulations. 
6. In some problems, information on the probability distri-
bution of the outcome of the process is desired, rather 
than only means and variances such as obtained in queueing. 
7. A simulation can be performed to check an uncertain 
analytic solution. 
8. Simulation is cheaper than many forms of experimentation. 
9. Simulation gives an intuitive feeling for the traffic 
system being studied and is therefore instructive. 
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10. Simulation gives a control over time. Real-time can be 
compressed, and the results of a long amber phase can 
be observed in a few seconds of computer time. 
11. Simulation is safe. It provides a means for studying the 
effect of traffic control measures on existing highways. 
The effect of signals, speed limits, signs, and access 
control all can be studied in detail without confusing or 
alarming drivers. Simulation offers the ability to 
determine in advance the effect of increased traffic flow 
on existing facilities. Probable congestion points and 
accident locations can be anticipated and changes in the 
physical design can be effected before the need is 2) demonstrated through accident and congestion experience. ( 
SLAH 
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SLAM (Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling) is an advanced 
FORTRAN based language maintained and distributed by Pritsker & 
Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 2413, West Lafayette, Indiana 47906. SLAM 
allows simulation models to be built based on three different world views: 
1. Event orientation - a system is modeled by defining the 
changes in state associated with the dependent variables at all possible 
event times. It requires a calendar of events to be maintained. 
2. Activity scanning orientation - at each advance of the time 
parameter each potential activity is scanned to see if the necessary 
conditions are present for that activity to begin or end. 
3. Process orientation - the logic associated with a sequence of 
events is generalized by a single symbol (or a single statement) or by a 
group of symbols or statements. These statements are used to model the 
flow of entities (e.g., automobiles) through the system. 
CHAPTER II 
MODEL 
Project Description 
The Florida Department of Transportation surveyed the intersection 
of Howell Branch Road and State Road 426. They approved the installa-
tion of a traffic signal. 
This project simulates the flow of traffic at the intersection 
using the traffic flow data collected by the Department of Transportation, 
i.e., the traffic volumes and turning movements for both the morning peak 
and evening peak. The computer model is composed of two major parts: 
the first, made up of a series of networks (one each for eastbound, 
westbound and southbound traffic), to describe the traffic flow from the 
time it reaches the intersection to when it clears the intersection and 
the second part to operate the phasing of the traffic signal. 
The Howell Branch Road-State Road 426 intersection is an isolated 
intersection, i.e., the closest signalized intersection is~ or~ mile 
or more away, and there are no good reasons for coordinating the traffic 
flow at the intersection with any others. 
The basic problem in traffic control is to minimize the delay time 
and to make proper allocation of the right-of-way assignments so as to 
reduce congestion. Since the traffic signal controls this, a pretimed 
signal, a semi-actuated and full-actuated control are simulated to find 
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the best type of signal control. 
A pretimed signal o erates with a fixed total cycle length using 
preset fixed Rhase time intarv~l durations, regardless of demand. 
A semi-actuated signal insures a preset fixed phase length for the 
main traffic stream. The side street has a minimum green phase with 
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a short extension time if there is still a demand; the right-of-way will 
revert back to the main traffic stream if there is no demand or if a 
preset maximum fixed length has been reached. The semi-actuated control 
is responsive to the one actuated approach. 
The full-actuated signal operates on continuously variable cycle 
lengths. The phase green times are determined by the number and 
spacing of vehi les being detected on the various approaches; therefore, 
the green phase varies with demand (restrained by certain phase maximums) 
rather than being preset. 
The eastbound traffic from State Road 426 crosses the path of the 
opposing westbound traffic when making a left turn onto Howell Branch 
Road. The effect this has on delay time at the intersection was investi-
gated by modeling each of the three signal control types without a 
left turn arrow, with an exclusive arrow and with an exclusive-permissive 
left turn arrow. 
The exclus1ve left turn arrow gives right-of-way to the left turn 
lane for a preset fixed time, then the flow of left-turn traffic must 
stop. Thus, the left turn can be made only during the arrow interval. 
The exclusive-permissive left turn arrow permits the left turn for 
the length of the green arrow interval and also during the green phase 
whenever gaps in oncoming traffic allow turns to be made. 
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Each signal control type is simulated with various cycle lengths and 
variable green phases. The left turn arrow is preset for a fixed length 
of ten seconds. 
The measure of delay time is defined to be the time at which a 
vehicle joins a queue at the intersection until it has the necessary 
right-of-way to proceed through the intersection. The level of conges-
tion is determined by the maximum and the average number of vehicles 
waiting in each lane for a green phase and the right-of-way. 
Inter-arrival Rates 
Traffic flow cannot be described completely by simply measuring 
the mean and standard deviation for such characteristics as speed and 
volume. But given a probability on frequency distribution, the process 
can be studied completely. 
Probability distributions are grouped into two general categories: 
1. Counting distributions which describe discrete (i.e., have only 
integer values) events such as the number of cars counted during an 
interval of time. 
2. Interval distributions which describe continuous (i.e., frac-
tional values are permitted) events such as the time between arrivals 
of vehicles at a given point. 
The negative exponential distribution is often used to study head-
ways (the interval of time between front bumpers of successive cars as 
they pass a point on the road) in a traffic stream. The exponential 
distribution is used to represent situations in which the events are 
distributed randomly. 
Traffic flow is frequently considered to be random. This assump-
tion is generally considered to be valid for uninterrupted flow 
rates of 500 vehicles per lane per hour or less.(2) 
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The data collected by the Department of Transportation indicates that 
the flow rate is less than 500 vehicles per lane per hour for the Howell 
Branch Road-State Road 426 intersection. This reinforces the assumption 
stated above to use the negative exponential distribution for this simu-
lation. Also, since it is an isolated intersection, not tied in to a 
network, the flow of traffic is independent of other traffic signals which 
may cause the arrival of vehicles in groups at each signal change. 
Assumptions 
A number of assumptions were required in order to simplify the model. 
These are details which may have over-complicated the program or factors 
which may be subjective or unmeasurable. The model still provides a rea-
sonably accurate simulation without excessive and extraneous factors. 
The assumptions made are: 
1. Drivers obey traffic regulations, such as not entering the 
intersection on the amber light and turning left from the left turn lane. 
2. Vehicles are of equal size; moving at the same speed. 
3. There are no break-downs or emergency situations to block the 
intersection. 
4. There are no pedestrians or bicycles requiring special consid-
eration or causing a hindrance. 
5. Westbound, straight-through traffic on State Road 426 selects 
the lane with the shorter queue or the right lane in the case of equal 
lane length's. 
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6. Data used (e.g., vehicle volume turning movement, time to clear 
the intersection) is that collected by the Department of Transportation 
for the Howell Branch Road-State Road 426 intersection. 
7. Right turn on red is permitted, provided the intersection is 
free for use. 
8. Since State Road 426 is not a high speed road, the full-actuated 
signal will change phase without affecting safety conditions, if there 
is a demand detected on the opposing road. 
9. The eastbound traffic has two lanes for straight-through traffic. 
These two lanes merge into one part-way through the intersection. The 
unpredictable nature of the drivers necessitated modeling the two, 
straight-through, eastbound lanes as one lane. 
10. The time (in seconds) to clear the intersection is 2.2 for both 
straight-through and right-turning traffic. (See Figures 2-4). The time 
(in seconds) to clear the intersection is 2.5 for left-turning traffic 
(See Figures 3 and 4). 
Traffic Networks 
The traffic flow is dependent on the availability of necessary 
resources. For this SLAM project, a green light and a left turn arrow 
are resources. The intersection has been subdivided into various zones 
(See Figure 1) which are also treated as resources. In order for a 
vehicle to proceed through the intersection it must have use of a 
combination of these resources. The vehicle must have one green light 
resource (or left turn arrow resource, in some cases). For right-turn 
vehicles this green light resource is not necessary. The vehicle must 
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12 
also have use of the zone resources through which it must pass to clear 
the intersection. Once a vehicle has the necessary combination of 
resources, it will proceed through the intersection in a certain length 
of time, depending on whether the car is turning or going straight. 
After it leaves the intersection, the vehicle frees the use of the 
resources so that the next vehicle may have use of them. The delay 
time is the time from when the vehicle joins a queue at the intersection 
and attains the necessary combination of resources in order to proceed 
through the intersection. 
Westbound Traffic (See Figure 2) 
Vehicles are generated using the exponential distribution with a 
mean calculated from the Department of Transportation data. A certain 
percentage of these cars will be turning right; a percentage will con-
tinue straight through the Howell Branch Road-State Road 426 intersection. 
As the vehicles are generated, ATRIB (1) records the time of creation. 
Next, ATRIB (2) takes on the value of 1 if the vehicle is designated to 
go straight and takes on the value of 2 for those vehicles that will 
be making a right turn onto Howell Branch Road. At this time a decision 
must be made as to which lane (zone resource) the vehicle will use. If 
the vehicle's ATRIB (2) is equal to 2 (making a right turn), that car 
must use the outside lane (WBOL resource). If ATRIB (2) has the value 
of 1, the vehicle may use either the inside lane (WBIL resource) or the 
outside lane (WBOL). The decision is made based on the assumption that 
the vehicle will enter the shorter queue; in the case of both queues 
having equal length, the car will choose the ouside lane (WBOL). For 
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15 
those vehicles in the inside lane (WBIL), the first car must wait for the 
green light (GWBSTRT resource) and use of the lane (WBSTZ resource). 
When the vehicle acquires use of both of these resources, the delay time 
is collected (the difference between the current time and the time the 
vehicle reached the intersection). After 2.2 seconds the car clears 
the intersection and frees the resources (use of inside lane, use of 
green light, and use of the intersection). The next vehicle in the 
inside lane (WBIL) is then able to pass through the intersection if the 
green light resource is still available. This is dependent on the 
traffic signal. 
Those vehicles in the outside lane (WBOL) may be turning right or 
going straight on State Road 426, depending on the value of ATRIB(2). 
If the first car in the queue (WBOL) is turning right, the green light 
resource is not necessary. If the intersection is clear, the vehicle 
takes use of that resource (WBRTZ), collects the delay time and proceeds 
through the intersection in 2.2 seconds. The resources (use of the 
outside lane, and use of the turning area) are freed for the next vehicle 
to use. If the first car in the queue (WBOL) is going straight, there 
must be a green light (GWBSTRT) and the intersection must be clear 
(WBRTZ, SBLTZ and SBRTZ resources). After acquiring use of the necessary 
resources and after collecting the delay time, the vehicle leaves the 
intersection (2.2 seconds) and frees the resources for the next car. 
Eastbound Traffic (See Figure 3) 
The eastbound traffic is generated by the exponential distribution 
with a mean calculated from the Department of Transportation data. A 
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certain percentage will enter the left turn lane, the others will join 
the queue to go straight on State Road 426. Those vehicles going straight 
must first wait for a green light (GEBST resource). When the first car 
in the queue gets this resource and also use of the intersection (EBSTZ 
rsource), the delay time is collected before passing through the inter-
section. The resources (GEBST and EBSTZ) are then freed (2.2 seconds). 
Those vehicles in the left turn lane must wait for either a green 
light or a left turn arrow, depending on the traffic signal phasing. 
When the lead vehicle acquires the necessary resources (GEBLT, EBLTZ, 
WBSTZ, WBRTZ), the delay time is collected, the vehicle moves through 
the intersection in 2.5 seconds and frees the resources for the next 
vehicle to use. 
Southbound Traffic (See Figure 4) 
The southbound traffic is also generated using the exponential 
distribution with the calculated mean. A certain percentage of the vehi-
cles will turn left onto State Road 426 and a percentage will turn right 
onto State Road 426. Those vehicles turning right may proceed without 
a green light provided the intersection is clear. Once the lead vehicle 
acquires use of the right turn lane (SBRTZ resource), the delay time is 
collected, the vehicle makes the turn and 2.2 seconds later frees the 
area (SBRTZ) for future use. 
Those vehicles turning left onto State Road 426 must wait for the 
green light (which in this model is the RLSB resource). When the RLSB 
resource becomes available, the first vehicle to enter that queue assumes 
use of it. The car then enters the intersection, provided it is clear, 
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and grabs use of the SELTZ, WBSTZ, EBLTZ, and EBSTZ resources. The wait 
time is collected, the left turn is made in 2.5 seconds, then t he re-
sources (RLSB, SELTZ, WBSTZ, EBLTZ and EBSTZ) are f reed. The next vehic l e 
in the left turn lane may proceed provided the traffic signa l is s till 
green (RLSB resource). 
Traffic Signals 
There are two lanes for the westbound traffic on Sta t e Road 426 at 
the Howell Branch intersection. Therefore, t here mus t be two resources 
of the green signal (GWBSTRT), one for each lane. The eastbound t raff i c 
has one resource of the green signal (GEBST) for the straight-thr ough 
traffic and one resource (GEBLT) for the left-turning vehic l es . The 
southbound traffic on Howell Branch Road has t he right - of -way when the 
red light is showing for the State Road 426 traffic ( i .e., t he green light 
is showing for the Howell Branch Road traffic). Since only t he south-
bound, left-turn traffic requires a green light to go, one resource of 
RLSB is necessary. 
The length of each phase is controlled by global variables . XX ( l ) 
defines how long the green phase is on for the east-west traffic , XX(2) 
determines the length of the amber phase f or t he eas t-we s t traffic , 
XX(3) designates the length of the red phase for t he east-west traffic , 
and XX(4) controls the left turn phase for t he eas tbound traffic turn-
ing lef~ onto Howell Branch Road. 
Pretimed/No Left Turn Arrow (See Fi gure 5) 
At the start of simulation, each l ane of traff i c on State Road 426 
has available one resource of green light (GEBST / 1 , GEBLT/1 , GWBSTRT/2) . 
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After a fixed length of time (XX(l)), the availability of these resources 
are taken away (BEBST/-1, GEBLT/-1, GWBSTRT/-2). The amber light shows 
for a fixed length of time (XX(2)) and then one resource of red light 
(RLSB/1) is made available for a time of XX(3) length. The red light 
changes (RLSB/-1) and the cycle begins again. 
Pretimed/Exclusive Left Turn Arrow (See Figure 6) 
At the start of simulation, the eastbound, straight-through lane 
and the left-turn lane on State Road 426 each have one resource of green 
light (GEBST/1, GEBLT/1). After XX(4) seconds, the left-turn resource is 
taken away (GEBLT/-1). The westbound traffic on State Road 426 is 
allocated two units of green light (GWBSTRT/2), one for each lane. For 
the remaining time of the green phase (XX(l)-XX(4)), traffic moves on 
State Road 426 except for the lane to turn left onto Howell Branch Road. 
The resources (GEBST/-1 and GWBSTRT/-2) are taken away, the amber phase 
passes, the red light (RLSB/1) shows for the preset, fixed time (XX(3)), 
and the cycle begins again. 
Pretimed/Exclusive-permissive Left Turn Arrow (See Figure 7) 
At the start of simulation, the eastbound, straight-through lane 
and the left-turn lane on State Road 426 each have a resource of green 
light (GEBST/1, GEBLT/1). After a time of XX(4) seconds the two 
westbound lanes of State Road 426 are each allocated one unit of green 
light (GWBSTRT/2) for the remaining time (XX(l)-XX(4)) of the green 
phase. Then the amber phase (XX(2)) brings traffic on State Road 426 
to a halt. The red phase comes on for XX(3) seconds allowing the right-
of-way to the Howell Branch Road traffic before starting the cycle again. 
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Semi-actuated/No Left Turn Arrow (See Figure 8) 
See Pretimed/No Left Turn Arrow for explanation of the green 
phase. The amber light shows for a fixed length of time (XX(2)) and 
then one resource of red light (RLSB/1) is made available, allowing 
traffic on Howell Branch Road to flow. After 4. seconds the signal 
control has two options. If it detects another vehicle waiting to turn 
left onto State Road 426 from Howell Branch Road, the red resource is 
made available for another 4. seconds. If no car is detected or the 
red resource has been available for a maximum 16. seconds, the red phase 
switches off, the green phase comes on, and the cycle repeats again. 
Semi-actuated/Exclusive Left Turn Arrow (See Figure 9) 
See Pretimed/Exclusive Left Turn Arrow for explanation of the 
green phase. For the amber and red phase, see Semi-actuated/No Left 
Turn Arrow. 
Semi-actuated/Exclusive-permissive Left Turn Arrow (See Figure 10) 
See Pretimed/Exclusive-permissive Left Turn Arrow for explanation 
of the green phase. For the amber and red phase, see Semi-actuated/No 
Left Turn Arrow. 
Full-actuated/No Left Turn Arrow (See Figure 11) 
At the start of simulation, each lane of traffic on State Road 426 
has available one resource of green light (GEBST/1, GEBLT/1, GWBSTRT/2). 
After 6. seconds the signal control has two options. If there are no 
vehicles detected on Howell Branch Road, all the resources are made 
available for another 4. seconds. If a vehicle is detected waiting on 
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Howell Branch Road for use of intersection or the green phase has been 
on for a maximum 38. seconds, the traffic signal removes use of the 
green light resources. The amber phase shows for XX(2) seconds; then 
one unit of red resource (RLSB/1) is allocated for the Howell Branch 
Road traffic. After 4. seconds the signal control has two options. If 
no vehicle is detected on State Road 426, the red phase is extended 
another 4. seconds. If a vehicle is detected waiting on State Road 426 
for use of the intersection or the red phase has been on for a maximum 
16. seconds, the red phase will switch off, and the green phase will 
start the cycle again. 
Full-actuated/Exclusive Left Turn Arrow (See Figure 12) 
At the start of simulation, the eastbound, straight-through lane 
and the left-turn lane on State Road 426 each have one resource of green 
light (GEBST/1, GEBLT/1). After XX(4) seconds the left-turn resource is 
taken away. The westbound traffic on State Road 426 is allocated two 
units of green light, one for each lane. After 6. seconds the signal 
control has two options. See Full-actuated/No Left Turn Arrow for 
explanation of the remaining part of the cycle. 
Full-actuated/Exclusive-permissive Left Turn Arrow (See Figure 13) 
At the start of simulation, the eastbound, straight-through lane 
and the left-turn lane on State Road 426 each have a resource of green 
light (GEBST/1, GEBLT/1). After a time of XX(4) length, two resources 
of green light (GWBSTRT/2) are allocated, one for each lane of State 
Road 426 westbound traffic. After 6. seconds the signal control has two 
options. See Full-actuated/No Left Turn Arrow for explanation of the 
remaining part of the cycle. 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSION 
Verification 
Verification of a simulation model is that process of establishing 
that the computer program executes as the user intended. This is 
typically done by manual checking of calculations. 
Figures 14 - 19 show a time progression of a deterministic simula-
tion run for a pretimed signal with an exclusive left turn arrow. The 
cycle length is 55 seconds. The green phase is 41.25 seconds (the first 
10 seconds designate an exclusive left turn arrow for the eastbound 
traffic). The amber phase is 5.5 seconds and the red phase is 8.25 
seconds long. 
So that for this simulation, the signal phasing is: 
Traffic Movement 
eastbound-straight and left-turning 
eastbound-straight and both westbound 
amber - no traffic movement 
southbound - left and right-turning 
eastbound - straight and left-turning 
eastbound - straight and both westbound 
amber - no traffic movement 
southbound - left and right-turning 
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Signal Phases 
0. - 10 sees. 
10. - 41.25 
41.25- 46.75 
46.75- 55. 
55. - 65. sees. 
65. - 96.25 
96.25- 101.75 
101.75- 110. 
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Figure 20 shows the manual calculations for the southbound, left-
turning traffic. The corresponding simulation results are also given. 
Figure 21 shows the manual calculations for the eastbound left-
turning traffic, as well as, the corresponding simulation results. 
The manual calculations are only for the first 100 seconds, 
whereas the computer simulation calculates statistics for 3600 
seconds. Due to initial starting conditions, a bias causes small 
differences between the manual and computer calculations. 
Analysis of Results 
Choosing the best type of traffic signal control (pretimed, semi-
actuated, full-actuated) is a complicated decision because each type 
gives varying performance, requires different control equipment and has 
different costs to operate and maintain. The proper choice of control 
type is further complicated if there is a need for left turn arrows. 
Although traffic engineers recognize that each type of 
control has its appropriate use, selection of control 
type is generally determined without a comprehensive 
analysis because of the lack of guidelines and supporting 
reference data.(3) 
For this project, the effectiveness of each traffic signal typewas 
evaluated in terms of the average waiting time for use of the 
intersection for the three directions of traffic, the total number of 
vehicles to go through the intersection, the average queue length for 
all lanes of traffic, and an average of the maximum queue lengths for 
all lanes of traffic. These measures of effectiveness were chosen 
because they can be directly related to traffic flow at an individual 
intersection and because they concern traffic engineers, as well as 
drivers on the highway. 
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See Figures 22-24 for a summary of the results. 
Some general conclusions made from these results were: 
1. The most effective pretimed signal was the one with the 
shorter cycle length with the longest green phase, e . g., the A.M . 
pretimed/exclusive left turn arrow signal with the shorter cycle 
length of 55 seconds and the longer green phase of 41.25 seconds has 
an average wait time of 10.66 seconds and an average queue length of 
.58 car as opposed to an average wait time of 12.03 seconds and an 
average queue length of .67 car for the longer cycle length of 60 
seconds. 
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2. An exclusive left turn arrow with each of the three types of 
signal control not only increased the average wait time, but also 
caused longer queues. For the A.M. semi-actuated/exclusive left turn 
arrow signal, the maximum queue lengths for various phasings are 6.0 
cars, 4.0 cars and 4.67 cars. The semi-actuated signal with no 
left turn arrow has maximum queue lengths of only 4.33, 3.0 and 3.88 
cars for the various phasings. And the semi-actuated exclusive-
permissive left turn arrow signal also has shorter maximum queue 
lengths. 
3. A full-actuated signal was the most effective in reducing 
delay time and minimizing queue length. Figure 24 shows that the 
A.M. full-actuated/no ·left turn arrow signal with a cycle length of 
60 seconds has an average wait time of 3.64 seconds and an average 
queue length of .20 car. Statistics for the comparable retimed 
signal are 7.33 seconds for average wait time and .42 car for 
average queue length. 
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PRETIMED AM 
EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE-PERMISSIVE 
NO LEFT TURN LEFT TURN ARROW LEFT TURN ARROW 
SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS 
Green 41.25 39. 35.75 41.25 39. 35.75 41.25 42.25 35.75 
Amber 5.5 6. 5.5 5.5 6. 5.5 5.5 6.5 5.5 
Red 8.25 15. 13.75 8.25 15. 13.75 8.25 16.25 13.75 
Cycle 55 60 55 55 60 55 55 65 55 
AveragE 
Wait 6.64 7.33 6.12 10.66 12.03 10.95 8.16 9.37 7.75 Time 
Total 
II of 1648 1599 1494 1644 1597 1644 1644 1600 1494 
Cars 
AveragE 
Queue 
.37 .42 .31 .58 .67 .63 .47 .56 .54 
Length 
Max. 
Queue 4.83 4.5 3.67 5.67 5.5 6.33 5.0 5.17 4.5 
Length 
PRETIMED PM 
EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE-PERMISSIVE 
NO LEFT TURN LEFT TURN ARROW LEFT TURN ARROW 
SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS 
Green 41.25 39. 35.75 41.25 39. 35.75 41.25 42.25 35.75 
lAmber 5.5 6. 5.5 5.5 6. 5.5 5.5 6.5 5.5 
Red 8.25 15. 13.75 8.25 15. 13.75 8.25 16.25 13 .75 
Cycle 55 60 55 55 60 55 55 65 55 
!Average 
6.22 6.93 6.58 14.57 23.50 11.09 7.37 8.84 8.21 Wait 
[ime 
~otal 1791 1703 1600 1785 1774 1600 1791 1706 1600 11 of 
Sars 
~verage 
Rueue .36 .46 .38 .96 1.64 .64 .42 .57 .46 
!Length 
Max. 4.0 5.17 4.67 5.67 7.83 5.33 4.33 5. 83 4.83 Queue 
,pngth 
Figure 22. Summary of results f or pret imed signal 
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SEMI-ACTUATED AM 
EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE-PERMISSIVE 
NO LEFT TURN LEFT TURN ARROW LEFT TURN ARROW 
SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS 
Green 41.25 39. 35.75 42.25 39. 35.75 41.25 42.25 35.75 
~mber 5.5 6. 5.5 6.5 6. 5.5 5.5 6.5 5~5 
Red 8.25 15. 13.75 16.25 15. 13.75 8 .. 25 16,25 13 .. 75 
Cycle 55 60 55 65 60 55 55 65 55 
A-verage 
~a it 5.83 4.73 5.22 9.89 8.13 8.76 6.49 7.55 6.65 
rrime 
rrotal 
II of 1642 1490 1601 1646 1487 1600 1492 1646 1601 
!Cars 
AveragE 
Queue 
.31 .22 .29 .52 .36 .46 .31 .42 .37 
Length 
Max. 
~ueue 4.33 3.0 3.88 6.0 4.0 4.67 3.88 5.33 4.33 
... ength 
SEMI-ACTUATED PM 
EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE-PERMISSIVE 
NO LEFT TURN LEFT TURN ARROW LEFT TURN ARROW 
SECONDS. SECONDS SECONDS 
:;reen 41.25 39'! 35.75 42.25 39. 35.75 41 25 42.25 35 .75 
~ber 5.5 6. 5.5 6.5 6. 5 5 5,5 6.5 5.5 
Red 8.25 15. 13.75 16.25 15. 13.75 8.25 16.25 13.75 
Cycle 55 60 55 65 60 55 55 65 55 
Average 
~a it 5.78 5.42 5.02 14.87 9.49 9.66 6.35 7.41 6.44 
il'ime 
rrotal 
If of 1788 1600 1708 1785 1600 1708 1600 1789 1708 
Cars 
AveragE 
Queue .32 .25 .28 .70 .53 .52 . 42 .70 .52 
Length 
Max. 
Queue 4.17 4.0 3.67 6 .. 33 4.67 5.33 4 . 33 5 . 0 3 . 88 
uength 
' 
Figure 23. Summary of results for semi-actuated signal 
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FULL-ACTUATED AM 
EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE-PERMI SSIVE 
NO LEFT TURN LEFT TURN ARROW LEFT TURN ARROW 
SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS 
Green 41.25 39. 35.75 42.25 39. 35.75 41.25 42.25 35.75 
Amber 5.5 6. 5.5 6.5 6. 5 .. 5 5.5 6.5 5.5 
Red 8.25 15. 13.75 16.25 15. 13.75 8.25 16.25 13.75 
Cycle 55 60 55 65 60 55 55 65 55 
Average 
!Wait 3.25 3.64 3.86 9.75 7.13 7.79 5.54 8.98 7.. 11 
ITime 
Total 
If of 1494 1601 1645 1599 1492 1638 1492 1599 1638 
Cars 
lAver age 
Queue .16 .20 .22 .54 .34 .44 .27 .52 .41 
Length 
Max. 
Rueue 3.0 3.17 4.33 5.0 3.5 5.0 3.17 4.67 5 .. 0 
Length 
Fl I -ACIUATED PM 
EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE-PERMISSIVE 
NO LEFT TURN LEFT TURN ARROW LEFT TURN ARROW 
SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS 
Green 41.25 39. 35 •. 75 42.25 39. 35.75 41.25 42.25 35.75 
Amber 5.5 6. 5.5 6.5 6. 5.5 5.5 6.5 5 . 5 
Red 8.25 15. 13'!75 16.25 15. 13.75 8.25 16. 25 13 .7 5 
Cycle 55 60 55 65 60 55 55 65 55 
lAver age 
~a it 3.43 3.63 3 .. 59 7.42 7.09 7.27. 5.20 5 . 87 5 . 81 
['ime 
Total 
If of 1600 1708 1792 1708 1600 1789 1600 1708 17.89 
Cars 
[Average 
.21 .24 .. 26 .44 .38 .45 .. 26 . 33 .. 33 gueue 
Lene:th 
Max. 
Queue 3.67 3 .. 5 4.0 4.5 4.33 5.17 3. 83 4. 0 4 . 83 
,uength 
Figure 24. Summary of resul t s for f ull-actuat ed signal 
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4. The volume of traffic on State Road 426 did not warrant a 
left turn arrow with any of the three types of signal to improve 
effectiveness, e.g., the A.M. full-actuated/no left turn arrow signal 
has average wait times of 3.25 seconds, 3.64 seconds and 3 . 86 seconds. 
Whereas with an exclusive left turn arrow the average wait times 
increase to 9.75, 7.13 and 7.79 seconds for the various phasings and 
with an exclusive-permissive left turn arrow the average wait times 
are also longer at 5.54, 8.98 and 7.11 seconds. 
5. A poorly timed signal, whether pretimed, semi-actuated, or 
full-actuated, will cause long delay times and long queues. 
Each type of traffic signal (pretimed, semi-actuated and full-
actuated) with the various left turn arrow options was simulated for 
one hour "real time ·. n Each simulation computed and printed out the 
data for three different signal phases, i.e., variable lengths of 
green, amber and red light. The simulation execution time for this 
was, on the average, 2.5 minutes, and the average CPU time was 13.0 
seconds. 
Areas for Further Research 
This model is very basic, therefore there are several limita-
tions. Referring to Figure 4, a southbound vehicle turning left on 
to State Road 426 takes use of the intersection for 2.5 seconds 
before freeing the resources for the next vehicle's use. In the 
real world, when one vehicle is part-way through the intersection, 
the next car would be starting through the intersection. To improve 
this simulation model, the RLSB resource should be freed-up 
immediately after the wait time is collected. The SBLTZ, WESTZ, EBLTZ, 
and EBSTZ should be freed-up as the vehicle passes through each 
collision area. This would require a little research to determine 
how the 2.5 seconds to clear the intersection would be distributed 
so that the SBLTZ resource would be freed-up after an activity of a 
certain duration, then the WBSTZ resource would be freed-up after a 
length of time, etc. 
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Referring to Figure 3, another limitation is noted. A vehicle on 
State Road 426 waiting to turn left onto Howell Branch Road will take 
use of the WBSTZ resource thus blocking that inside lane of westbound 
traffic until the outside lane is free (WBRTZ resource). Most drivers 
would wait until both westbound lanes were free before making the 
left turn. This situation can be modelled using SLAM II which allows 
blocking at an AWAIT node. Therefore, a vehicle at the EBLTZ node 
can be programmed to wait there until both the WBSTZ and WBRTZ 
resources are available. 
This model assumes that all vehicles moving in the same direction 
pass through the intersection in the same length of time, e.g., all 
eastbound cars going straight through on State Road 426 clear the 
intersection in 2.2 seconds. Actually, the first vehicle in the queue 
waiting for a green light will take longer to clear the intersection 
than the next car, and that car will take a longer time than the third 
car. Further research must be done to find out reasonable clearance 
times and after how many cars the headway becomes constant. 
One way of modelling this situation may be to assign an ATRIB 
value to the first car to take use of the intersection when the light 
turns green and to increment that ATRIB for each subsequent car. 
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When the light turns red, that ATRIB would have to be decremented to 
zero for reassignment to the first car in the next green phase. Thus 
the vehicle with the first ATRIB vmue will take the longest time to 
start up and pass through the intersection. As the ATRIB value 
increases, the time to clear the intersection decreases until that 
point where subsequent vehicles have a constant clearance time, i.e ., 
when the ATRIB value reaches a maximum value. 
Another way of modelling this may be to keep track of the number 
of entities that have entered the intersection since the light turned 
green, i.e., NNCNT (I). Thus, if NNCNT (I) is equal to zero, the 
activity will have the longest time length, if NNCNT (I) equals one, 
the time length will be shorter. When NNCNT (I) reaches a maximum 
number, the subsequent activities will have a constant duration. When 
the traffic signal turns red, NNCNT (I) must be decremented to zero. 
According to Figure 4, a southbound vehicle turning right onto 
State Road 426 will make the turn if the SBRTZ resource is free, 
whether the light is red or green. If the westbound traffic has the 
right-of- way, it may be necessary for the southbound vehicle to check 
a further distance east for another car using the intersection, i.e., 
the SBLTZ, WBRTZ and WBOL resources must also be free in order for 
the southbound vehicle to make the right turn. In some instances, 
e.g., a high-speed highway, it may be necessary to check if a west-
bound vehicle is approaching the intersection, before making the 
right turn. This may require adding another zone to the model 
further east of the WBOL zone. The southbound vehicle should be 
modelled to make the right turn only when the intersection is clear 
(the resources are free) and when there is no westbound vehicle about 
to enter the intersection (the added zone is free). 
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These are a few major areas for further research. When these have 
been incorporated into the model, undoubtedly, further enhancements 
will be found. After many corrections and amendments, simulation of 
traffic at a T - intersection using SLAM may have the potential to 
replace those package programs used by the Department of Transportation. 
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APPENDIX A 
TABLE OF SLAM NOTATIONS 
1. Global Variables 
2. 
3. 
XX(l) length of green light (in seconds) for east-west traffic. 
XX(2) length of amber light (in seconds) for east-west traffic. 
XX(3 ) length of red light (in seconds) for east-west traffic. 
XX(4) length of left turn arrow (in seconds) for eastbound left-
turn lane 
Resources 
WBRTZ westbound, right-turn zone 
WBSTZ westbound, straight-through zone 
EBLTZ eastbound, left-turn zone 
EBSTZ eastbound, straight-through zone 
SBRTZ southbound, right-turn zone 
SELTZ southbound, left-turn zone 
WBOL westbound, outside lane 
WBIL westbound, inside lane 
GWBSTRT green light for westbound, straight-through and/or right-
turning lanes 
GEBST green light for eastbound, straight-through lane 
GEBLT green light for eastbound, left-turning lane 
RLSB red light for southbound traffic., right and left-turning 
lanes 
Attributes for Vehicles 
ATRIB(l) 
ATRIB(2)=1 
ATRIB(2)=2 
time the c.ar enters a queue at the intersection 
westbound c.ar vJill continue straight through the 
intersection 
westbound c.ar will turn right at the intersection 
Research Report 
WBRTZ 
WBSTZ 
EBLTZ 
EBSTZ 
SBRTZ 
SBLTZ 
WB OL 
WBIL 
GWBSTRT 
GEBST 
GEBLT 
RLSB 
WST 
WRT 
EST 
ELT 
SRT 
SLT 
APPEND I X B 
CONVERSION TABLE 
Program Listing 
ZERT 
ZES 
ZWLT 
zws 
ZNRT 
ZNLT 
ZESR 
ZESC 
GRNES 
GRNWS 
GRNWLT 
RED 
ESA 
ERT 
WSA 
WLT 
NRT 
NLT 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
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52 
53 
54 
APPENDIX C 
PROGRAM LISTING FOR TRAFFIC NETWORKS 
GEN,K.M.ANDERSON,T INTERSECTION PM,6/15/82,3; 
LIMITS, 13,2~500; 
NETWORK; 
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RESOURCE/ZERT< 1 >~ 1/ZES< 1 ), 2/ZWLT< 1 ), 3/ZWS< 1 ), 4; 
RESOURCE/ZNRT ( 1) I 9/ZNL T ( 1) I 10/ZESR ( 1) I 11 /ZESC ( 1) I 12; 
RESOURCE/GRNES<O>, 5/GRNWS<0>~6/GRNWLT<0>~7/RED<0),8; 
; 
;TRAFFIC FROM WEST 
; 
CREATE,EXPONC4. 2>11 1, I 1; 
ACT I I • 75, WSA; 
ACT, I. 25, WL T; 
WSA AWAIT<6>,GRNWS/1; 
AWAIT ( 4) I ZWS/ 1; 
COLCT, INT<1>~WAIT TIME WSA, ,; 
ACT, 2. 2; 
FREE, GRNWS/ 1; 
FREE, ZWS/ 1; 
TERM; 
WLT AWAIT<7>,GRNWLTI1; 
; 
AWAIT<3>, ZWLT/1; 
AWAIT ( 2) I ZES/ 1 i 
AWAIT ( 1 ) I ZERT I 1; 
COLCT, INT<1>,WAIT TIME WLT,,; 
ACT, 2. 5; 
FREE, GRN~~L T I 1; 
FREE, ZWLTI1; 
FREE, ZES/ 1; 
FREE, ZERT I 1; 
TERM; 
;TRAFFIC FROM EAST 
Al 
A2 
Gl 
ESA 
ERT 
CREATE,EXPON<S. 9),, 1, I 1; 
ACT,,.70,A1; 
ACT I ' • 30, A2; 
ASSIGN,ATRIB<2>=1; CAR GOING STRAIGHT 
ACT I I I G 1 j 
ASSIGN,ATRIB<2>=2; CAR TURNING RIGHT 
GOON, 1; 
ACT, ,ATRIB<2>.EQ.2.0R.NNG<11>.LE. NNG<12>~ERT; 
ACT, I I ESA; 
AWAIT<12>,ZESC/1; 
AWAIT<S>~GRNES/1; 
AWA 1 T ( 2) I ZES/ 1; 
COLCT, INT(1),WAIT TIME ESA, I i 
ACT, 2. 2; 
FREE, ZESC I 1; 
FREE, GRNESI 1; 
FREE, ZES/ 1; 
TERM; 
AWA I T ( 11 ) I z ESR I 1 I 1 ; 
ACT, ,ATRIB<2>. EG. l,RTS; 
ACT,,ATRIBC2>.EG. 2,RTR; 
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56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
RTS AWAIT<S>~ORNES/1; 
AWA I T ( 1 ) I z ER T I 1 j 
AWAITC10), ZNLTI1; 
AWA I T ( 9 ) I z NR T I 1 ; 
COLCT, INT<1>,WAIT TIME ERTS,,; 
ACT, 2. 2; 
FREE, ZESR I 1; 
FREE, GRNESI 1; 
FREE1 ZERT I 1; 
FREE, ZNLTI1; 
FREE, ZNRT I 1; 
TERM; 
RTR AWAIT<1>,ZERTI1; 
i 
COLCT, INT<1>,WAIT TIME ERT, I; 
ACT, 2. 2; 
FREE, ZESRI1; 
FREE, ZERT I 1; 
TERM; 
;TRAFFIC FROM NORTH 
; 
CREATE, EXPON ( 14. 1 ) I I 1, I 1 j 
ACT, I. 501 NRT; 
ACT, I. 50, NL T; 
NRT AWAIT<9>, ZNRTI1; 
COLCT, INT<1>,WAIT TIME NRT, ,; 
ACT,2.2; 
FREE, ZNRT/1; 
TERM; 
NLT AWAIT<8>,REDI1; 
AWA I r < 1 o > , ·z NL r 1 1; 
AWAIT ( 2) I ZES/ 1; 
AWA I T ( 3 ) I z WL T I 1 ; 
AWAIT ( 4) I ZWS/ 1; 
COLCT, INT<1>,WAIT TIME NLT, I i 
ACT, 2. 5; 
FREE, RED/ 1; 
FREE, ZNL T /1; 
FREE, ZES/ 1; 
FREE, ZWL T I 1; 
FREE, ZWS/ 1; 
TERM; 
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APPENDIX D 
PROGRAM LISTING FOR TRAFF IC SI GNALS 
qq 
100 
1 or 
102 
103 
104 
105 
lOt> 
107 
10 . 
· - ~ 109 
11 0 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
1\b 
q9 
1 0 \)_ 
1 0 1 
102 
103 
104 
105 
lOb 
107 
ton. 
109 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
.11 2 .. 
113 
114 
115 
l.l.o 
11 7 
93 
1C1 
1 0 1 
1 '; 2 
11J3 
104 
lOS 
l OS 
1 0 7 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
115 
117 
:JRAFFIC ST(.)~Al 
;PRETl\.1£!1 
; !~ 0 L E F T T J t-< N A R R CJ W 
• ,
CRFATE,,,,l: 
C r C L E A l T E f~ , G P N W !:> I l : 
• ,
CYCLE 
A l T E ~, (, R ~ ~ l~ L T I t ; 
ALTEk,GR \J F:~/2; 
ACT,xX(1): 
ALTEk,GPf'.. W ~/-1; 
A l T E k , G R I'J l~ L T I - l : 
~l T F: t\ , GP ~~F~/-2; 
ACl,XXl?l: 
ALTEh:,kEu/1; 
ACT AX(3); 
AllEt<,t<E0/-1; 
ACT,,,CYCLE; 
EN1>: 
;TRAFFIC SIG'~ AL 
;pqETI ~ E D 
;P~~~ISSIV~ L~FT TJR ~ A R ~ O J 
CRE:ATc:,,, ,1; 
CYCL~ ALT~ R ,G~~~ S /1; 
ALTE: R ,S~ 'J~ LT/1; 
ACT,X XC4J; 
ALTE R ,S~~ES/2; 
ACT,XXC1>-XX( 4 ); 
ALfE P ,~~1\.JIJ S /-l; 
ALT:: P. ,S 0 \J WLT/-1; 
ALT:.: R ,3~ N :: S t-2; 
ACT,XX(2); 
ALT:: R ,~::J/1; 
ACT,X XC3); 
ALf:: R. R. EJI-1; 
ACT,,,:v: LE; 
ENn : 
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98 
93 
lOJ 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
105 
107 
109 
103 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
115 
117 
118 
113 
99 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
lOS 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
11S 
117 
118 
119 
120 
9S 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
lO!f 
105 
lOS 
107 
108 
103 
110 
111 
112 
113 
111+ 
115 
115 
117 
118 
113 
120 
;TRAFFIC SIG~AL 
;SE"1I-ACTJAT~J 
iNO L~FT TuR~ ARRO~ 
• 
' CRE:AT::; 
CYCLE ALTER,GR~~S/1; 
ALTER,G~'JI.JLT/1; 
ALT::R,GR\JES/2; 
ACT, XX< 1>; 
SWI1 ALT~RtS~~wS/-1; 
ALT:::R,GR~!MLT/-1; 
ALT~R,3R\JC::SI-2; 
ACTtXX(2); 
ALTER,R::~/1; 
ASSIG~tATRIB<l>=T~O~; 
ACT,4.; 
G2 GOO~tl; 
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ACT,,N~Q(8).EQ.O.OR.TNJw. G L.AT~I B <1>+1 5 ., Swi2 ; 
ACTt4•ttG2; 
SWI2 ALTER,q~D/-1; 
ACTttt':YCLE; 
END; 
;TRAFFIC SIG~4L 
;SE~I-ACTUATEJ 
;EXCLUSIV~ L~FT TU~N A~RJW 
. 
' CREAT~; 
CYCLE ALTER,SR~wS/1; 
A L T E R , G R ·~ lJ L T I 1 ; 
ACT,XX(4); 
ALT::R,3~\i'.JLTl-1; 
ALT::R,~R.\l::SI2; 
ACTtXX<l>·XX<4>; 
SWI1 ALTERtS~~WS/-1; 
ALTERtG~\JES/-2; 
A:T,XX(2); 
ALTER,R::C>/1; 
ASSIG~tATRI9<1>=T'JOw; 
ACT,4.; 
G2 G:JO\J,l; 
ACTtt~'JQC8>.EQ.O.JR.T~JJ.~E.AT~IBC1>+1 5 ., S ~ I 2 ; 
ACTt4•tt32; 
SWI2 ALT~R,q~0/-1; 
.ACTtttCYCLE; 
E~o; 
;TRAFFIC SIG'JAL 
;SEMI-ACTUATE0 
;PERMISSIVE L:::FT T:.JR ~ ' AR~O.J 
• 
' CREATE; 
CYCLE ALTER,GR~~S/1; 
ALTERtG~\J.ILT/1; 
ACT, XXC 4>; 
ALT~RtG~'JC::SI2; 
ACTtXX<l>-XXC4>; 
S~Il ALTER.GR~WS/-1; 
ALTER,GR.'J.ILT/-1; 
ALTER,~R'JES/-2; 
ACTtXX(2); 
ALTERtRED/1; 
ASSIG~tATRI3fl>=T'JOJ; 
ACT,4.; 
G2 GOJ~t1; 
ACTtt~~~<B>.EG.O.JR.T~J~.GE.ATR! 8 (1)+1 6 ., SU I 2 ; 
ACTt'+•ttG2; 
SWI2 ALTER,~::ot-1; 
ACT,,,~Y:LE; 
END: 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
~ 
5 
,. 
::» 
1 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
s 
1 
9 
3 
J 
'1 
2 
3 
4 
9 
3 
0 
1 
'2 
3 
~ 
5 
6 
7 
B 
3 
0 
1 
2 
3 
~ 
5 
5 
.7 
9 
9 
0 
.1 
i2 
i3 
14 !-·~-
;TRAFFIC SIG\JAL. 
;ACTUATED 
;NO L~FT TUR~ ARROW 
• 
' 
;TRAFFIC SIGNAL 
;ACT~ATED 
;EXCLUSIVE l~FT TURN AR~JW 
• 
' CR~ATE; 
CYCLE ASSIG~tATRIB<1>=T~OJ; 
ALTERtS~'J.JS/1; 
ALT::R,GR~lJLT/1; 
ACT, XX<'+>; 
ALTER,:;~\JWLT/-1; 
ALTEk,GR'JES/2; 
ACT,6.; 
G2 G03~,1; 
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ACTttN~QC8>.Gl.l.JR.T~~W.GE.AT~IB<1>+38.t SWI1; 
ACTt4•ttG2; 
SWil ALTER,~R~WS/-1; 
ALTE:R,S~~ES/-2; 
ACTtXXC2); 
ALTERt~ED/1; 
ASSIG~tATRI8(2)=T~O-; 
ACTtlf.; 
G3 G~O'J,l; 
ACTttN~Q(5l.GE.l.JR.~~QC6>.GE.l.OR.~N~C7>.GE.lt S~I2; 
ACT,,T~OJ.GE.ATRI3C2>+15.,S~I2; 
ACTt4•ttG3; 
SWI2 ALTER,~::Dt-1; 
ACT,,,:YCLEi 
. END ;_ 
8 
9 
~ 
1 
2 
3 
'+ 
5 
,. 
:l 
7 
8 
3 
0 
1 
2 
3 
~ 
5 
5 
7 
g 
3 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
;TRAFFIC SIG~AL 
;ACTUATED 
;P~RMISSIVE L~FT TURN AR~CJ 
• 
' CREATE; 
CYCLE ASSIGN,ATRIB<l>=T~O~; 
ALT::R,G~\JitJS/1; 
ALTER,~R~wLT/1; 
ACT,XX(4); 
ALTER,GR~ES/29 
ACT,6.; 
G2 GOO.~tl; 
ACT,,~~QC8>.GE.l.)R.T~JJ.G£.AT~I3<1l+38.,Swi1; 
ACTt4ettG2; 
SWil ALTER,GR~~S/-1; 
ALT::R,3~. ~11JLT /-1; 
ALTER,:1R~::st-2; 
ACT, XX< 2); 
ALTERtRED/1; 
ASSIGNtATRI3<2>=T~Ow; 
ACTt4.; 
G3 GDJ~tl; 
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ACTttN~QC5>.GE.l.JR.~NQ<S>.GE.l.OR.N~J<7>.oEeltSWI2; 
ACTttT~OJ.G~.ATRI3<2>+1S.,S~I2; 
ACTt4•ttG3; 
SWI2 ALTERtRED/-1; Acr,,,:v:LE; 
E'JD; 
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